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SIGAL D I ST O ION BY D IflECT I ONAL BROC CAST ANT NAS 

INTRODUCTION 

A source of signal distortion has been foind to exist in 

directional broadcast antennas and a study of the effects of 

the distortion on amplitide modulated waves has been conducted. 

Differences in the signal frequency response characteristics 

coiintin to several decibels for 5 kilocycle sinusoidal modu- 

lation are found to exist between the received signal at differ- 

ent azimuth angles from the antenna array. Conditions causing 

distortion in the receiver are also shown to exist and to be a 

function of the azimuth angle. A transient resonse study with 

Square wave modulation shows the existence of unwanted phase modu- 

lation and amplitude distortion. A type of overmothflation, with 

accompanying signal distortion, is Dossible in some directions 

while normal conditions exist simultaneously in other directions 

from the antenna. 

This study points out inherent disadvantages in directional 

antenna systems. It gives reason for criticism of present broad- 

casting practices which necessitate the construction ' iiiily 

directional arrays. The distortion is evidently present in all 

directional arrays in greater or less degrees and is most pro- 

nounced at low frequencies. 

T1ORY 

The signal distortion to be described may be attributed to 
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the existence of difí'erent response conditions in a directional 

array for the carrier frequency and each sideband frequency. The 

directional pattei of the array is a fimction of the transraitted 

frequency and is necessarily different at the sideband frequencies 

from that of the carrier frequency. These radiation pattern du- 

ferences result in chances in the amplitudes and relative phases of 

the sial components at the receiving point. 

The siial transmitted in a given direction may have either 

increased or reduced sideband peuer at the higher audio modulating 

frequencies where the effect is most pronounced. This causes changes 

in the audio frequency response characteristics of the antenna at 

various azimuth angles, and may also cause modulation envelope dis- 

tortion in the regions of increased sideband power. In some dir- 

ections the sidebands may become shifted in time phase with respect 

to the carrier, resulting in large amoimts of phase modulation. In 

some directions one sideband frequency may be nearly or totally 

cancelled, out b the directional characteristics of the array while 

the other sideband component may be increased. This results in dis- 

tortion of the modulation envelope at high modulation percentages. 

AIIALYSIS OF :DITED 7AVES BY VEOT ORS 

The distorted modulatioh envelop waveforms resulting from the 

directional distortion effect are most easily 'understood by the use 

of vectors. An amplitude modulated (a-ra) signal can be represented 

by a sinusoidal carrier component, or vector, plus a group of side- 

bd components, or vectors, carrying the intelligence. 
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The transmitted. sigrnl in an a-m systei for a sin1e slim- 

soida]. audio mothilating frequency consiste of a carrier component 

and two sleòcnc1 comonents. The vector equivalent of the siia1 
is a ccrrier vector of carrier frequency and two sideband vectors, 

one with a frequency higher than the carrier frequency by the Ire- 

cuency of the audio modflatin sina1, and the other with a frequency 

lower than the carrier frequency by a similar aio'mt. If f repre- 

sents the carrier frequency and 1a represents the audio modulating 

frequency, then the angular velocities of the carrier, upper side- 

band, and lower sideband vectors are 2 f, 2 ( and 

2 - a' respectively. 

It now remains to plot these three vectors on the sanie Dolar 

time coordinates. The carrier component may be lotted as datum 

at zero degrees. Any other vectors of like angular velocities 

may be plotted directly on this set of cooiinates at their proper 

time phase angles. The sideband vectors, however, have different 

angular velocities from each other and from the carrier. Because 

of this, a vector diagram which contains all three of these vectors 

can only be valid for a particular instant, and the vector diagram 

will be different for the next instant. 

Amplitude variations in the received signal are responsible 

for the audio output of the receiver in an amplitude-modulation 

system. The modulation envelope, then, must remain a. true replica 

of the audio signal to be transmitted if distortion is to be avoided. 

The modulation envelope is determined by the peak amplitude reached 
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by the si of the carrier and. sid.eband components d.urin each half 

cycle of carrier frequency. 7Ìth sinusoidal modulation the peak 

anplitude reached by the received sial volt ae during each half 

cycle of the rcio frequency carrier must vary sinusoidally at the 

aijiio rate. 

The maiitude of the 1nodulation envelope can also be deteiined 

at any instant by taking the si of the carrier vector and. the 

sideband vectors itheir proper phase :oositions. Analysis of the 

vector diagrams of Figure 1 shows this to be true. Stated differ- 

ently, the vector sum of the carrier and sideband vectors produces 

a resultant which may be considered as changing ±i length at the auiio 

rate, and the magnitude of this resultant determines the magnitude 

of the modulation envelope each time the resultant rotates with its 

time axis to a maximum positive or negative value. 

Then a large number of audio modulating frequencies are pre- 

sent, as for complex s-oeech or music, the a-m signal contains a 

pair of sideband components for each modulating frequency. The 

resultant transmitted signal is the sum of all of the individual 

sideband components plus the carrier component. 

The analyses of phase modulation (p-m) and frequency modulation 

( f-m) emissions for low amounts of deviation are quite similar to 

the analysis of the m emission. The carrier component must be 

shifted 
g0 

from its phase position with respect to the sidebands 

in the a-m case. This is the method employed for producing phase 

modulation (or frequency modulation with proper audio compensation) 
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i_n the Armstrong system of f-rn (i, p. 496-497). The deviation 

must 1e 1ov enowh to produce only tvo siniuicant sidebnd corn- 

onent for a sìn1e rnodu1atin freauency for a sinmie analysis 

to be made. Piure 2 s:ows the analysis of the carrier and side- 

band components of an f-in or p-m sinaJ. for low deviation as re- 

quired above. Higher deviation requires that more sideband com- 

ponents be considered and the analysis is somewhat more difficult 

to make. 

TIiiOBETICiL CJUSES OP PPEQTJINCY DISTOIION £D LC]iJLiION EIIVOPE 

LISTOiIO11 

Because the pattern of an array is a ftuiction of the trans- 

mitted. freqiiancy and phase shifts occur between the sideband and 

carrier components in a signal transmission, it is :oossible to 

predict that distortion and audio response changes sho-ulã. exist in 

particular transmitting directions. It is also theoretically pos- 

sible to predict the directions of most severe distortion and 

greatest response changes at high audio modulating frequencies. 

Por a directional antenna system with a deep null and one or 

more maximun radiation lobes at the carrier frequency, it is reason- 

able that the null will probably not remain as deep for the side- 

band frequencies as for the carrier frequency if the sidebands 

have frequencies considerably different from the carrier frequency. 

In the null region, therefore, it would be expected that the high 

frequency audio response should be increased. This is by far the 

most probable condition, but it may not always obtain. It is ulso 
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highly improbable, but nevertheless theoretically nossible, that 

the carrier comonent in the null region should suffer less de- 

structive interference by the array than the two sideband compo- 

nents. In this event the hiwi frequency aidio resnonse would be 

decreased inste of increased. it is also nossible that the re- 

soonse mit first decrease, then increase, or vice versa, with 

increasing frequency of the modulating signal. 

In the maximum radiation directions it is probable that as 

the transmitted frequency changes from the carrier freuency to 

which the array is tuned the Dower tnut should decrease. At 

frequencies slightly different than the carrier frequency it is 

likely that a reduced Dower gain should exist than a tower gain 

above that obtaifled at the carrier frequency. The transmission of 

high audio modulating frequencies in the maximum radiation direc- 

tions is therefore most likely to be reduced. 

Severa], distinct tynes of modulation envelope distortion are 

found in directional arrays. In general, for allty-oes the percent- 

age of distortion will be highest for hii audio modulating frequen- 

cies and. high modulation percentages. 

One type of envelope distortion is caused by a phase shift be- 

tween the carrier and sideband conroonents. Tue resulting modulated 

wave can be resolved into a-m signal components and o-m signal com- 

ponents. At low percentages of modulation the p-m components eLding 

in quadrature with the carrier produce essentially no change in the 

amplitude of the modulation envelope and therefore result in lack of 



outDut in the rcceiver. At high percentees of modulation the -m 

siiia]. sicTLebands are large and. reu1t in a distorted receiver out- 

put. The p-m sinil contains only the first oier sideband corn- 

Donents so actually becomes anale rnod,ilation in this case. xi 

analysis of the transrnitte- signal for a lOO modulated a-rn sia1 

which has become an angle modulated sial due to phase shifts in 

the signa]. cor.iponents is given in Pigire 3. The res1tzt ai1io 

signal in the receiver for envelope distortion of this type contains 

only harmonics of the original rnodulatin frequency. This te of 
distortion is most likely to exist in the null regions because the 

destnictive interference in the null represents a balance between 

strong forces an the small resultant is subject to radical change 

in phase and amplitude with change in frequency. This distortion be- 

cornes more objectionable with the increased sideband. amplitudes ex- 

Dected in the null region. 

Another tyee of distortion results when the amDiltude of one 

sideband component approaches zero due to the directivity of the 

array while the carrier and other sideband are transmitted. In this 

type, as before, the distortion is worst at high levels of modulation. 

At lower modulation percentages, however, this type of signal be- 

comes less distorted and for extremely low modulation percentages may 

result in negligible distortion. The signal can then be analyzed as 

a single sideband signal with a reinforced carrier and the distortion 

is low, as evidenced by the use cl' this troe of transmission in tele- 

phone carrier systems. If the carrier amplitude is low at the single 
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sideband receiver, distortion results, as in the case of high modu- 

lation percenta es in the Dresent problem. If one sideband is 

cncelle out cnd. the other becomes trice its noial amplitude 

then the resulting tresmitte signal conditions for 1O modifia- 

tion are as sIo in Piure 4. This te of distortion may be less 
pronounced, and in less severe cases nay be merely unbalance in 

the anplitudes of the tio sidebands. This type may exist simultan- 

eously with the p-m type previously discussed. 

7hen a signal with high modulation Dercentage is transmitted 

by a directional bro4cast array, another type of distortion is 

possible e The increased sideband power in the null region due to 

increased response to high audio frequencies may cause a type of over- 

modulation. If a transmitter is overinodulated by excessive audio 

signal, new frecuencies are produced in the process of distortion 

and the pe' excursions of the modulation envelope appear to be 

cliped. The overmodulation distortion due to the array has quite 

different features, however. If there are no phase shifts in the 

sideband components but their arnplitudes are increased, the analysis 

of the signa]. will be that shown in Figure 5a. This iivefor is 

entirely different than the overmodulated signal waveform originat- 

ing in an overmoduJ.ated class C cnplifier, given for conDarison in 

Pigare 5b. 

This type of modulation envelope distortion mar occur in con- 

junction with p-m envelope distortion and the analysis of one DOS- 

sible resultant signal is given in Figure 6. 



FIgure 4. ModulatIon envelope conditions existing for only 
one transmitted sideband having a magnitude equal to the 
carrier magnitude. The vector conditions for this waveform 
are similar to those of figure 1 except only one sideband 
Is present. 



Figure 5 a. A type of overmodulation pattern resulting from 
increasing the sideband amplitudes with sinusoidal modulation 
above their values at 1OO modulation. 

Figure 5 b. 1odu1ation envelope conditions for an overmodu- lated transmitter. 
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It is very sinificit that a1thogh audio distortion may be 

fourni in the receiver output when nodulation envelope Listortion 

exists, the arrar itself does not introduce nev frequency corronents 

in the transritted signal but merely alters the amD1itie or phase 

of the existing components. The transrnitte sin1 bandwidth with 

antenna distortion is the same as for distortionless operation. 

The receiver second detector is responsible for the dition of the 

large nber of distortion conmonents f oimd in the receiver outut. 

ìNITE OF LATIO1 ILOPE CHAES 

The exact nature and magnitude of the modulation envelope dis- 

tortion in a particular direction from a multi-element directional 

broadcast array is a function of many things. The directional pat- 

tern, tower tes nd heights, groimd system, antenna tining network 

components, method of feed, transmission lines, and phasing and match- 

Ing units at the point of common feed are the important things which 

effect the distortion. These factors influence the tuning of the 

array and the nature of the frequency sensitivity, both in phase an 

amplitude, of the field radiated from each touer. If all of the 

electrical constants were imown for a particular arraz; it woi4d theo- 

retically be possible to calculate the resulting envelope distortion 

characteristics of the array in any direction by a laborious point by 

point solution. It is a fomidable task, however, to evaluate the 

operating constants of the usual directional array due to the presence 

of tower mutual impedances, distributed constants in the matching and 

phasing networks, and mutual impedances between inductors in the 
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antenna tiuiin m-uts. The resu1tin circuit is so complicatei that 

many approximations must be :ìad-e to reauce the calculations to rea-. 

sonable roportíons. Also, since months are rccuireci to time sotie 

arrays there is a dner that ìn working vrith the netriorks the tun- 

in& ivar 1)0 accidentally upset and. the station might su'fer finan- 

daily throuíji lost operating time and tuning expenses. These 

factors make it inadvisable to attermt a tileoretica]. an1ysis of an 

existinG broadcast array for the purposes of this paper. 

It appears at first that a model antenna system could. be con- 

structed and that the reauired measurements could be mane on the 

model. The model viouJ.d have to be small enough to allou economical 

erection of reasonably small towers, perhaps 50 to 60 feet tall. 
This would place the operatinG frecuency in the 3 to 4 megacycle 

region, the exact frequency depending on the specifications of the 

array. It becomes increasingly more difficult to make accurate radio 

frequency bridge measurements as the frequency is increased., and the 

problems of measurement at 3 or 4 megacycles are rather severe. If 

shorter towers were used. this problem vioulCt become more acute. 

Assunling that measurements could. be iaade , hoviever, it v?ould require 

months of calculating and. adjusting to tune the model array just as 

for a full-scale station. In addition experimental audio measure- 

ments wouJ.cl be difficult because of the audio modulating frequencies 

would. have to be scaled. to the new carrier frequency. Coinner- 

cially available audio distortion measuring equipient would. not be 

suited. for study of the higher modulating frequencies. Unless 
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sone means were foind to avoid these difficulties the use of models 

would not simplify the process of obtaining measurements. 

EERIUTAL PPOJECTS 

Due to the size of the project of an.yzing a tyDical array 

for the magnitudes of envelope distortion and. audio response changes, 

other means of obtaining typical ecrerimental data were employed. 

Two standard broadcast stations permitted testing of their direc- 

tiona.l antenna systems to observe the signal distortion directly. 

PRELfl1flîA' EERflENTAL TESTS 

The first tests of station A were exploratory and qualita- 

five in nature and served only to verify the existence of the enve- 

lope distortion and aiiio frequency response changes. Square wave 

audio modulation was selected for the first tests because many fre- 

quency cononents are resent in a square wave cad. the phase as well 

as amplitudes of the signal components could be observed in the re- 

ceived signal waveform. 

A 2 kilocycle fundamental was chosen for the square wave as a 

matter of convenience in interoreting the results. A hiier funda- 

mental frequency would have been more subject to frequency distortion 

in the null region than the 2 kilocycle fundamental; a lower funda- 

mental frequency would. have produced lower magnitude harmonics in the 

audio frequency band being explored. 

The transmitter was modulated 5O by the scrnare wave, as indi- 

cated on the station modulation monitor. This ercentage was chosen 

to allow a few decibels below lOO modulation for audio response 



increases in the null directions, yet produce suf±'icient modulation 

to cause observable distortion. 

.An 8 foot whip ctenna for saip1ing the transmitted sina1 was 

installed on a truck and the modulation envelope was o'oserved and 

photographed with a Tektronix model 511-AD oscilloscope. The truck 

was driven around the array and the siia1 was observed while in 

motion. Photographs were made with the truck standing still. 
amplifier was constructed for the mobile receivin& unit to provide 

sufficient gain for ample deflection on the oscilloscope with the 

weakest sigial. It consisted of a trio stage broad-bid. amplifier 

and one stage combined output cathode follovrer and detector. The 

detected sigial provided triering for the Tektronix oscilloscope 

which was oterated with driven sweep. Details of the construction 

and erforance of the rwbile amplifier are given in Appendix I and 

photographs are shown in Pidl2re 7. 

The first tests provided infoation about exDerimentaJ. tech- 

niques and definitely showed that envelope distortion and variations 

in frecuency distortion were present. These results, however, will 

not be shovi because nore reliable data were obtained in later tests. 

One important obseation in the reliminary tests was thnt much more 

severe distortion often resulted when the receiving antenna was 

directly under telephone lines or guy wires than when it was located 

outside these regions. It was found that a true sample of the trans- 

mitted signal could only be obtained if the receiving antenna were 

entirely removed from local distortion sources. 
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E)EBILNTJïL PROO1ffiE 

In order to eximine the response characteristics of the antenna 

systems oC the two test stations it was necessary to travel arornid 

the arrays on existing roads with raeasurin equipment. It was also 

necessary to stay sufficiently far from each array to minimize errors 

due to tower induction fields and lack of a point riIiation source. 

These effects 1ecoe significant within about a i mile rIius of the 

antenna, the exact distance depending upon the allowed error, the 

characteristics of the arraj, and the carrier frecuency. To minimize 

these errors and to sta,' on existing roads it was sometimes necessaxr 

to take measurements many miles from the antennas. All tests had to 

be made during the standard broadcast test period of i A.. to 6 A.1. 

A portable battery-powered broad-band preanplifier viith a col- 

lapsible 8 foot whip receiving antenna was built to satisfy the need 

for an antenna located away from overhead wires and local distortion 

sources. e portable preanlifier was carried into open fields and 

connected to the trick by about 300 feet of coaxial cable. The cable 

carried the amplified signal from the antenna to the tnick where it 

passed throi1t the mobile amplifier and then to the oscilloscope or 

distortion meter. About 250 feet of cable was reeled out from the 

truck for each measurer.ient and the antenna was always extended. to full 

length. A course gain adjustment was provided on the preamplifier to 

prevent overloading of the output cathode follower in regions of 

strong signai.. Photographs of the battery preamplifier chassis and 

of the complete amplifier and antenna are shown in Figure 8. 
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Pir'ure 8 

I- 

PreairiT1ifier chassis nd carrying case. 
Antenna is shoi collapsed. 



PLU'ther information about the ¿Les±gn azici operation ol' this mut is 

civen in penaix II. 

A crew of three to five men vs reouired. each niit to operate 

the transiittin anl test equipment efficiently. One licensed 

operator and. occasionally en assistant were required at the trans- 

:ittor at all times. At times the assistant s needed to help 

with the test Drograrn while the licensed operator cared for the 

station. At least one helper was needed in the field to reel cable 

in and. out, set UD the preamplifier, operate communications equip- 

ment, and drive the tn.ck while another operated the test equipment 

and rccox%ied and photographed data. 

fladiotelephone cominications equipment was installed in 

trtick and at each station under test in order to allow the operators 

in the tiick to change the nature of the transmitted test progran 

without loss of time. This peiitted a great saving in actual 

testing time over that required by using prearranged test programs. 

The comnmication equipment ras operated in the amateur bands. 

A Hewlett Packa type 330-D Noise and Distortion Meter vins 

coupled to the output of the preamplifier through a 75 micro-micro- 

farad capacitor for measuring the received signal distortion for 

sinusoidal modulation. In this instrument the received signal is 

detected nd the detected audio signal is then analyzed. The trans- 

mitter was modulated 50 and audio distortion was measured at several 

frequencies at each test location. Frequency distortion vins also 

measured with this instiment. A reference frequency of 200 cycles 
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was first transmitted 1y the station and the received aiio anp1i- 

tiìe at this frequency was assigied a value of zero decibels. It 
was assi.irnecl that no serious antenna effects were nresent at 200 

cycles. cti.a11y it will be seen that no apprecia1e effects were 

obtained until a nodu1atin frequency above i kilocycle was em- 

ployed. The response at higher modulating frecuencies was then 

recorded and a resDonse curve was obtained for each measuring loca.-. 

tion. 

It vas necessary to correct all frequency response data for 

the frecuency response error of the iewlett-Packard noise and dis- 

tortion eter. The correction information is given in ndix III. 

The distortion data could not be corrected for this error. 

The power requirements of the equipment in the tracl: were quite 

hii and had to be riet reliably at any time or location. Therefore 

a 1500 watt 60 cycle portable gas driven generator was mo'ited in a 

trailer and used to supply continuous power. The trailer also 

carried the reel of coaxi. cable for the battery preamplifier. A 

photograph of the track and trailer ready for a test run is shown 

in Figure 9. A view of the test equipment in the track in normal 

operating àondition is given in Piire 10. 

A grounding stake connected to the portable cmlifier chassis 

was driven about 16 inches into the ground at each receiving location 

in order to reduce tue magnitude of the ground circuit impedance and 

guard the antenna from stray pickup carried by the coaxial cable, 

Also, since the cable was long and capacitively loaded by the truck 
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P1ure 9 

Coraplete mobile test Dnit. 

Figure 10 

Test equipment installation in the track. 
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and trailer it was necessary to gromd the coaxial cable at the 

truck to eliminate a resonant circait fron the track through the 

c&1e sheath to the ground at the portable rnit. Without a groimd 

at the track such a resonant circuit might transmit radio enerr 

from local distortion sources in the vicinity of the truck to the 

portable unit, The groimds were always made in the danpest spots 

available, usually -under water or in water-saturated soil. 

PSULT S 

The equipment and measuring techniques employed for stying 
the radiated field at various azintath angles were desiied specially 

for this problem. It was therefore very desirable to provide a check 

on the performance of the equipment in actua]. operation. A san-ole 

radius having a large nimber of points accessible by existing roads 

was chosen for this uiose at station A. Theoretically the siial 

passing any point on the radius should. be the sane as the signal 

at any other point on the radius e::cept for time of arrival and 

anplitì1e. The modulation envelope waveforms and ai.idio frequency 

response curves at all points should therefore be identical. 

i.easurements were made at several points at various distances from 

the arrcr to see that consistent results were obtained. Square 

wave modulation envelope photographs and atio frequency response 

curves frofl four points on the radius are shovm in Pigu.res 11 and 

12, respectively. The transmitter was modulated 50% for both tests. 

The only significant difference between the square wave photo- 

graphs at different distances is in the sharoness of the edges of the 
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0.8 MILE FROM ANTENNA 

4.5 MILES FROM ANTENNA 
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3.7 MILES FROM ANTENNA 

5.8 MILES FROM ANTENNA 

Station A sqi re wave modulation envelope hotographs at an azixuth 
angle of 240 . The transmitter was modulated 50% with a 2 kilocycle 
scpiare wave. 
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waveforms, The decreased definition at the cdes of the modulation 

envelope at the most distant point compared to the closest Doint is 

due to a hi'her interference ratiowhen the received siginl was weak. 

The amplifiers, broad-band to prevent distortion of the received sig- 

nd w'veform, viere sensitive to interference from other stations in 

the frequency range for which they were made resDonsive. In the wave- 

forms which follow the photograDhs made at large distances from the 

arrays and in tIie null directions have indistinct edges due to inter- 

ference. 

It vas found that distortion could not 1e measured accurately 

in some locations because of noise. This is because the Hewlett- 

Packard Hoise and Distortion heter which was ermloyed measured dis- 

tortion by cancellation of the fundamental frequency component and 

measurement of the remaining signal, which contained a large aziount 

of noise in addition to distortion components. Vlhenever the noise 

level measured without modulation became significant in comparison 

to the distortion componeats, distortion measurements were not at- 

tempted. 

STIOIi A 

The general nature of the signal distortion due to the antenna 

system of Station A was surveyed by selecting one good monitoring 

point on each of 24 radiais spaced at 15 degree intervals and com- 

paring the signals received in each direction. Square wave photo- 

graphs and audio response curves were obtained at all but one point. 

The square wave photograph was lost for this point due to faulty 
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hotogray but the aiio frequency resDonse data for the point were 

obtained. iJeasurements at 30 degree intervals would have been suffi- 

ciently close in the region where the Dhotograph was lost, so neasure- 

inents were not repeated at that point. Distortion was measured only 

at every thi. point in order to reduce the time reouired for taking 

dat a. 

The null region of Station A is from 145° to 165° on the arM- 

trary azimuth scale. The null of Station A actually consists of a 

doiiole null with only a small angle 'oetween tue nulls. It is impor- 

tant to study the trend of the eerimenta1 data with respect to this 

null region. Square wave hotographs for the entire general survey 

are shovn in Figures 13 a, 13 b, 13 c, and 13 d. Audio response 

curves for the array are shovin in Figures 14 a, 14 b, 14 c, and 14 d. 

Curves of audio distortion as a function of audio modulating fre- 

cuency vith transmitter modulated 5 are given in Figures 15 a and 

15 b. Data for the tests of Station A are contained in Appendix IV. 

Analysis of the square wave photographs shows that definite 

changes occur in the freouency distortion anö. transient response 

characteristics of the array with changes in azimuth angle. liodu- 

lation envelope overshoots are found in the null direction and de- 

layed rises are found in the maximun directions. These correspond 

to gains and losses in high audio freouency resonse, respectively. 

The positive and negative overshoots of each waveforu are seen 

to match except in the null region waveforms, where the negative 

overshoot is seen to fill out entirely differently than the positive 
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Station A square wave modulation envelope photographs for various 
azimuth aagles. The transmitter was modulated. 5O with a2 kilo- 
cycle square wave. 
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Station A square wave raodulation envelope photographs for various 
azimuth aig1es. The transmitter was modulated 50% with a 2 kilo- 
cycle square wave. 
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Station A square vave modulation envelope photographs for varlou$ 
aziiiiiath cngles. The transmitter was modulated. 50% with a 2 kilo- 
cycle square wave. 
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Station A square wave modulation envelope photographs for various 
azimuth angles. The transuitter was modulated 50% with a 2 kilo- 
cycle square wave. 
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overshoot. This is due to the presence of phase modulation com- 

ponents as well as ilitude modulation components in the null 

direction signal. This phase modulation condition was exolored 

further with sinusoidal modulation and gill be discussed under a 

later test. 

The outstanding fact supported by these data is that the audio 

output of similar receivers located in directions of different re- 

sonse from a directional a-n station would be dissimilar. One 

receiver might show increased high frequency audio resppnse while 

the other has decreased high frequency response; one might sound 

distorted while the other sounds normal. 

The envelope distortion in the null direction of Station A 

reaches l4 for 50 modulation of the transmitter at 4 kilocycles. 

Higher distortion percentages should follow increases in the modu- 

lation rorcentage. High distortion percentages nd large audio 

response changes exist only at high audio frequencies, as would be 

exne et ed. 

A test was made to further show the difference in reception in 

different directions. A set of square wave photographs was taken at 

various modulation percentages for a location in the null region 

and again at a location in the maximum direction. These waveforms 

appear in Pignres 16 a and 16 b. There is a marked difference be- 

tween the waveforms at these two receiving locations. Severe envelope 

distortion occurs at high modulation rercentages in the null region 

as would be exoected. The square wave response in the maxinn 



Pire 16 a 
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20% MODULATION AT TRANSMITTER 40% MODULATION AT TRANSMITTER 

60% MODULATION AT TRANSMITTER 70% MODULATION AT TRANSMITTER 

85% MODULATION AT TRANSMITTER 88% MODULATION AT TRANSMITTER 

Station A square wave response in the null direction for 2 kilocycle 
sqiare wave modulation at various modulation percentages. 



Figure 16 b 

85% MOOULATON AT TRANSMITTER 90% MODULATION AT TRANSMITTER 

Station A square wave response in the direction opposite tIie mill 
for 2 kilocycle square wave nio&ulation. 
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di.rection is cuite excellent, excet for slightly slow rise ana 

decay tthes, which may be .ttributed to the auc.Iio frequency resoonse 

of the transmitter as \7e11 as to the array. 

Tests were made in the null direction with sinusoidal modulation 

and variailc modulation rercentaíe to determine the t:es of enve- 

loDe distortion present. The resulting modulation envelope hoto- 

graphs are siown in Piures 17 a and 1? b. These waveforms should 

be compared to the theoretical wavefoxs of Figures 3, 5 a, 5 o, and 

6. om these comparisons it is seen that p-rn components as well as 

a-rn com'Donents are present in the received signal in the null 

direction. It is again seen that severe distortion only occurs at 

high modulation Dercentages. 

A single waveform was photographed at a test point in the null 

for 7O modulation at 4 kilocycles because it clearly portrayed 

another tendency in the distortion waveforms. This waveform, sho 

in Figure 18, does not appear balanced and. symmetrical as do the 

theoretical waveforms just cited. This is evidently d to aidio 

distortion components produced in the transmitter which a-d to the 

fundamental signal comoonents. hule the first notch of the couble 

minirnixn appears to be filled up in the waveform this is not always 

true. In the waveforms of Figures 17 a and 17 b the second notch 

in the minimum is filled up more than the first. Both conditions 

may be f mmd. in. Figures 19 a and 19 b, which contain other sinu- 

soidal waveforms in the null region. 

Figus 19 a and. 19 o show the effect of modulating frequency 
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30% MODULATION AT TRANSMITTER 40% MODULATION AT TRANSMITTER 

50% MODULATION AT TRANSMITTER 60% MODULATION AT TRANSMITTER 

Station A modulation envelope photogras for 10 :ilocyc1e sinusoidal 
modulation at various0modulation percentages. The receiving location 
azimuth angle was 135 
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Station A noulation enveloDe photograDhs for 10 kilocycle sinu- 

soidaj. modulation at various modulation percentaes. The receiv- 
Ing azimuth angle ws 135°. 
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Figure 19 a 

TRANSMITTER O% MODULATED AT KC 
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TRANSMITTER 50% MODULATED AT 2 XC 

TRANSMITTER 50% MODULATED AT 4 XC TRANSMITTER 50% MODULATED AT 6 XC 

TRANSMITTER 50% MODULATED AT 8 XC TRANSMITTER 50% MOCULATED At IO KC 

Modulation envelope vravefos for Station A for various modulating 
frecuencies at an azimuth angle of 1350. The transmitter was 
modulated 50%. 



'igu.re 19 b 

TRANSMITTER O% MODULATED AT 2 XC TRANSMITTER 50% MODULATED AT 4 XC 

Modulation envelope waveforms for Station A for various modulating 
frequencies at an azimuth angle of 135°. The transmitter was 
modulated 50%. 



on the received sial waveform with the transmitter 5O modulated. 

One observation from these hotographs is that the apparent moclu- 

lation percentage increases with frequency, as reviously shown. 

Another important observation is that distortion is not apparent for 

1 kilocycle modulation but becomes serious at higher í'reouencies. 

liad a larger modulation percentage been held at the transmitter the 

distortion would have been more severe. 

STATION B 

Since the theoir of the signal distortion was borne out b.r the 

tests of Station A it was not felt necessary to attempt another ex- 

tensive survey at Station B. Pther, only sufficient data w taken 

to show definite agreement with the theory and. to provide numerical 

results for fidelity and distortion curves. A serious impairment to 

the execution of this program was the incapability of the transmitter 

at Station B to produce high modulation percentages above about 3 

kilocycles. It was found, however, that a 2 kilocycle modulating 

square wave could be used satisfactorily witi an indication of 5O 

modulation on the station modulation monitor. A set of eight square 

wave photographs, eight audio response curves extending to 8 kilo- 

cycles, and five distortion nrns were obtained. Three imortant dis- 

tortion measurements in the major null region were discaied due to 

noise. 

The array of Station B operated with a major null at about 

350 on the azimuth scale and with a minor null at about 115°. This 

is important for analysis of the square wave photographs of Figures 

20 a and 20 b. The photograph at 90° was taken for a 1 



Figure 20 a 
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Station B qiiare wave modulation envelope hotograhs for various 
azirru.th angles. The transmitter vas modulated 50with a 2 kilo- 
cycle square viave except at an azintu.th angle of 900 vhere the 
modulating freuency vras i kilocycle. 
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Station B square wave modulation envelope ohotographs for various 
asinrn.th angles. The transmitter was modulated 50% with a 2 
kilocycle sine wave. 
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kilocycle modu1atin scuare viave by accient instead. of a 2 kilo- 

cycle square wave. The oscillation appearing on the edges of the 

waveforms as produced by the transmitter. It was evidently 1ue 

to an audio tuned circuit resonating at about 26 kilocycles. The 

amplitude of this audio oscillation chies widely with the azimuth 

angle indicating a change in the fidelity of the array at 2G kilo 

cycles. Very little fidelity chance is shovn by the transient 

ortions of the vaveforms of Piures 20 a arid 20 b, except in the 

major ni1l region. Here both the leading and trailing edges are 

peaked, indicating an increase in high frequency components. 

Audio freauency resonse curves for Station B appear in Pigìres 

21 a and 21 b. Por 6 kilocycle modulation a sread of 1.7 decibels 

occurs between the most widely different frequency resonse curves. 

Por 8 kilocycle modulation the spread is 2.7 decibels. 

Very little can be determined from the distortion data of 

Figure 22 except that the distortion is negligibly small at all 

times. It is auestionable that any conclusions base'. on these data 

would be sound, as the numbers are all small and quite subject to 

errors due to noise. Distortion could not be mec.sured in the major 

null region due to noise. The noise can be seen in the square wave 

photographs of Figure 20. The noise level in the null region rias 

high in spite of a tuned circuit used. in the mobile amplifier to re- 

duce the bandwidth of the system. 10 roads were available closer 

than 1. miles from the array in the null direction. 

The eqeriuental data for Station B are tabulated in Aoendix V. 
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Station B ai-io frequency response crnires at various azinuth an1es. 
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Station B aio freqincy response cuies at various azimuth 
angles. The transmitter was mothted 5O. 
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DISCUSSIOII OP STJIJTS 

The antenna tests at Station A showed- excellent aereernent with 

the theoretical sia1 distortion behavior of a directional broaì- 

cast array. The rncinrnrn spread in audio frequency response for this 

sttion was 4.6 decibels for 6 kilocycle modulation and 8.55 decibels 

for 10 kilocycle modulation. The most bothersorae distortion condi- 

tion measured ivas 14% distortion for 50% modulation at 4 kilocycles 

vi1iic1 occurred. in the null region. The distortion was much more 

severe in the null direction than in ony other direction. The 

transient response conditions were analogous to a simple high-pass 

R-C network producing increased amplitude and accompanying phase 

suif t in the hi-frequency audio comoncnts of the square wave. 

Severe transient response distortion was observed in the null region 

at high modulation percentages. 

At first, the results ol' the tests at Station B do not apear 

to be as outstanding as at Station A. A spread of only 2.7 decibels 

for 8 kilocycle modulation was found between tite most widely differ- 

eut frequencZT response conditions at Station B, while a spread of' 

4.6 decibels occurred for C kilocycle modulation at Station A. The 

transient response photographs indicated much less distortion at 

Station B than at Station A. 

On closer inspection, however, it is found that there is an 

important difference between the antennas. Station A is a low fre- 

quency broadcast station while Station B is a rather hia frequency 

station. The ratio o± their frequencies is more than 2 to 1. The 
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banwith of the antenna of Station B, exoressed. as a percentae of 

the carrier frequency, need not be nearly as great as the percontaße 

bandwidth of the antenna system of Station A for like distortion be- 

haviors. If the two cntennas had like bandwidths, the distortion at 

a given audio freouency should be much more severe at Station A than 

at Station B. 

The most acute bandwidth problems in broIcast antennas occur at 

the lowest frequency in the band. Por this reason it would be most 

fitting to study only directional stations operating at low frequen- 

cies. Since this was not possible in t}e case of Station B it was 

necessary to correct the results to a lower frequency for analysis. 

When the modulating frequencies of Station B are divided by the ratio 

of the frequency of Station B to Station A, a modulating frequency of 

2 kilocycles at Station 3 is comparable to less than 1 kilocycle at 

Station A. The tests of Station B extended to a modulating frequency 

of only 8 kilocycles, which becomes somewhat less than 4 kilocycles 

when corrected to the lower carrier frequency. This accounts for the 

relatively low envelope distortion measured at Station B. Actually, 

when the audio frequency resonse changes of Station B are converted 

to the frequency of Station A a greater response spread is observed 

for Station B than for Station A. 

It is interesting that the audio quality of the transmitter of 

a directional broadcast station should not 'oc measured for the purposes 

of showing compliance with F.C.C. regulations by a single measurement 

of the antenna output. The quality so determined may bear little 



resemblance to the quality of the sial at the antenna input. 

F1UE I:WEsTIOETIoNS 

The scope of this paper has been limited to a preliminary sur- 

vey of the nature and ianitiie of the siCnal distortion roduced 

in directional broadcast antennas. This study sußgests a number of 

other projects in related roblems. Some of these Drojects are 

listed below: 

1. A study of antenna distortion at lower and hiier fre- 

quencies when bandwidth problems are encountered in directional 

arrays. 

2. A study of engineering uethods to reduce the distortion. 

3. A stu.y of the effect of local distortion sources on re- 

ceiving conditions. 

4. Theoretical analysis of a directional broadcast antenna to 

arrive at the received ravefois analytically. 

5. A study of the effects of tuning uethods, antenna height, 

number of elements, phasing equipment, type of directive pattern, 

etc., on the distortion. 

6. A study of the effects of the distortion in narrow band f-m 

transmissions at low frequencies. 

7. A stuc3y of signal distortion due to antennas employed in 

high frequency, wide band f-n. 

8. A study of selective fading by use of square wave techniques. 
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rrtTr'r TTT1T 

1. Signal istortion is found to exist in directional broad- 

cast antenna systeris. The distortion is most severe at high audio 

modu1atin frequencies and at high mothflat ion percentages. 

2. The signal distortion results from changes in the magni- 

tudes and phases of the transmitted signal components. These 

changes produce distortion in the modulation envelope vthich result 

in audio distortion at tue receiver. 

3. Changes in frequency distortion are found at various 

azimuth angles. 

4. The attenuation and phase shifts of the signal components 

are directly related to bandwidth. The signal distortion is there- 

fore most severe at low frequencies. 
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APPE:DIX I 

::OBILE PPLIFIEPL 

The mobile preamplifier provided gains of approxiate1y 15 or 

150 from the inDut to the output terrnina1. A frequency response 

curve for each sain setting is 4ven below. The rnaxirni.im ooen cii'- 

cuit sina1 output rnp1ituàe iithout apreciab1e distortion was 

10 volts peak to peak. A portion of the anplifier sia2. was 1e- 

tected to 'rovide an audio signal for trigerin the Tektronix 

oscilloscope sweep. The detector for this purpose was a ty-oe 1N21 

crystal diode. The diode was connected in the plate circuit of the 

cathode follower as shov?n in the circuit diararn. The power supply 

was desigied for operation from a 115 volt 60 cycle supply. 

It was necessary to install a 52 ohm terminating resistor at 

the input connector of the mobile amplifier when the coaxial cable 

from the portable unit was connected. This resistor terminated the 

cable end prevented reflections. At Station B a tuned circuit was 

installed in the amplifier to pass the desired freciuency band and 

attenuate noise and interference outside this band. This timed 

circuit is shown connected with a dotted line in ie circuit ii 

gram. The bandwidth of the timed circuit was approximately 300 

kilocycles. 

The signal calibrate circuit of the Tektronix oscilloscope was 

used to measure the output level of the mobile cplifier and prevent 

overloading. 



Circuit í.or the mobile arimlifier. 
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Frequency, Kilocycles 

MOBILE A(PLIFI FREQUCY RESPONSE 
Tektronix o8cilloscope connected to output 
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HOB ILE PL I PIER QtJE!TCY BE SPOHSE 

Tektronix oscilloscoe connected. to out-flut. 

Frequency Arirolification 

(kilocycle) 1 stase 2 otages 

loo 10.1 95.5 

200 13.3 153.7 

300 14.]. 172.5 

400 14.1 172.5 

500 14.4 164.5 

600 14.4 157.0 

700 14.7 153.6 

800 14.7 150.5 

1000 14.1 138.7 

1200 13.6 128.5 

1400 12.9 115.9 

1600 12.4 103.9 

2000 11.4 87.3 
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APPEIDIX II 

BÂTTE POVP POBLE I:PLIPIER 

The Dortable amplifier served as a conbinec3. anDlifier and im- 

Decicnce matching imit to supply power to the low impedance coaxial 

cable feeciin to the truck. The anp1ifier consiteci of a single 

broad-baid amplifier stage and a cathode follower. Power for the 

tube heaters was supplied by tuo Burgess tae 2P4 or Eveready #718 

hear duty 6 volt batteries. Plate power was funuished by three 

Burgess M30 or Eveready 82 portable 45 volt batteries connected 

in series. The batteries are not thclmied in the circuit diagram. 

The receiving antenna was mo,.uîted to the side of the batteIT 

amplifier case. The antenna resonated with the input radio fre- 

quency choke between 345 kilocycles and 83 kilocycles depending on 

the gain setting. The frequency response curves of the arxlificr 

alone and of the amplifier and antenna are shovm below. In t1e 

latter case the antenna vas extended to full length and driven by 

a radio frequency oscillator throigh a capacity smaller then i micro- 

mIcro-farad. The gain control was set to maximum gain for this test 

and the antenna was resonant at about 345 kilocycles. 



Circuit diagram for the battery Dovrered. preanmlifier. 
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2Si 1.0 

§ 20 

-4 

10 

o 

0.8 

$ 
0.6 

oj 

0.2 

Frequency, Kilocyclee 

.:. IY.] 

BATTY PL PREALIFI FRUJCY RPONSE 
Reeponee with antenna je for ]. micro-micro-farad coupling 

capacitor from antenna to the 8ignal generator. 
Maxinium 

gain eetting, output terminated in S2 ohxn re8istance. 



BATTERY POWERED PREATLIPIER ETJE11CY RESPOTSE 
flesoonse vrith antenna is for 1 micro-micro-fnrad 
couling capacitor from antenna to the signal 
generator. tput terminated, in 52 ohms resist- 

an ce. 

Preruency .An1ification 

(Kilocycles) kr1ifier alone kmlifier vt1z 
antenna 

100 15.95 

200 18.6 

300 20.29 

400 20.6 

500 0.73 

550 21.15 0.66 

600 0.56 

700 20.95 

800 0.415 

900 20.6 

1000 0.362 

1200 19.5 0.325 

1400 0.291 

1500 18.9 

1600 0.262 

1800 0.205 

2000 17.1 
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!PPEE]JIX III 

CORflE O'T I QN OP NOI SE A DI ST OI ION METER 

The Her1ett Packard. type 330 B Noise and. Distortion Meter con- 

tains a tuned circuit in the radio frequency detector circuit. At 

the lowest lroad.cast frequencies it is necessary to correct the 

audio frequency resronse d.ata for the attenuation of this circuit. 

An accurately measured. uodulated sia1 was fed. into the entire 

test irnit to calibrate for this error. The resultinG correction 

data are tbulated. belovT. This correction is valid only for the 

carrier frequency of Station A. The correction chances with the 

carrier frequency. The data for Station B were not corrected. be- 

cause the correction amounted to less than 2 at the hiest modu- 

latina frequency. 

CORIOTION DATA POR STION A 

Frequency Correction, db. 

200 0 

i kc. 7L0.1O 

2 kc. 7L0.20 

4 kc. 0.3O 
6 kc. 0.45 
8 1cc. ,L0.65 

10 kc. tl.05 

12 kc. Ll.30 

14 kc. 7L1.65 
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APPE1IDIX IV 

STATION A CORflECT AT.IO ECUENCY RESPOISE DATA DR VARIOUS AZLtUTH 
AiCIS AT flAìO1I D ISTJS PROU TI TEI'IIJA SYSTEL TRAflSUITTER 5Oo 
1:0DULAT, iQtJEIICY IIESPONSE ItEASU '7ITH }ITT PACKLL1 MEL 330. 

NOISE AND DIST01ION METER 

(See ApDenclix III for corrections). 

Freo. 200 

Az iriut h 
(Degrees) 

15 0 

30 0 

45 0 

60 

75 

90 

105 

120 

135 

150 

165 

180 

195 

210 

225 

240 

270 

285 

o 

o 

O 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

O 

o 

1 kc 2 kc 4 kc 6 kc 8 kc 10 kc 12 kc 14 kc 

flsponse in decibels at above freouencies; 

o o -0.45 -1.55 -2.35 -2.95 -3.80 -4.55 

O.05 O -0.55 -1.55 -2.25 -2.65 -3.30 -4.05 

0.05 10.i0 -0.35 -1.45 -1.95 -2.15 -2.75 -3.35 

LO.15 O -0.35 -1.05 -1.35 -1.75 -2.40 -2.95 

110.1 L0.10 -0.25 -0.85 -0.85 -1.05 -1.70 -2.25 

,LO.15 0.3O L0.05 LO.05 O.25 p10.55 o -o.i 

0.l5 Z0.25 0.45 L0.65 L1.05 L1.35 L1.00 L0.75 

7'o.10 7L0.40 L1.25 t2.15 L2.85 3.25 L3.O0 L2.65 

7L0.io L0.50 L1.25 2.45 L375 L455 L43Q L475 

7L0.iO L0.40 /0.95 t235 L3.65 L455 L5.00 L5.05 

0.10 L0.50 L1.05 .7L2.45 L3.85 L465 L49Q L5.05 

p0.20 7L0.50 L1.25 L2.45 13.65 L435 L4.40 L435 

,L0.iO L0.25 !0.55 L1.05 L1.55 2.O5 Li.9O L1.75 

LO.10 -0.10 -0.45 -0.60 -0.35 LO.25 L0.iO L0.O5 

7L0.10 ZO.10 -0.15 -0.55 -0.60 -0.65 -1.10 -1.55 

L0.10 0.10 -0.25 -0.85 -0.95 -1.15 -1.70 -2.05 

1L0.1O 0.i0 -0.45 -1.05 -1.35 -1.65 -2.40 -2.95 

LO.05 O -0.65 -1.45 -1.95 -2.35 -3.20 -3.95 

7L0.1O -0.10 -0.65 -1.85 -2.55 -3.25 -4.40 -5.25 
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Preq. 200 1 kc 2 kc 4.kc 6 kc 8 kc 10 loe 12 kc 14 kc 

Azimuth 

( Decrees) flesonse in decibels at above frequencies: 

300 0 LO.1O -0.20 -1.00 -2.15 -3.15 -4.00 -5.10 -5.85 

315 0 ,LO.1O ZO.1O -0.85 -2.05 -3.15 -4.05 -5.20 -6.15 

330 0 0 -0.10 -0.75 -2.05 -3.05 -3.95 -5.10 -5.75 

345 0 LO.2O LO.i0 -0.75 -1.95 -2.95 -3.95 -5 10 -6 15 

360 0 0 -0.10 -0.80 -2.05 -2.55 -3.55 -4.50 -5.35 
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APPEIIDIx iv (cont'.) 

STATION A CORRECTED AUDIO FREQUENCY RESPONSE DATA OR VARIOUS DIS- 
TANCES PROU TI AITTEiIiL SYSTZI AT J AZIIIUTH AITGL OP 240 DEGREES 

(See ApDend.ix III for corrections) 

Freq. 200 1 kc 2 kc 4 kc 6 kc 8 kc 10 kc 12 kc 14 kc 

D i s t ce 
(Miles) Resoonse in ieci'oe1s at above freauencies: 

0.8 0 L0.l0 L0.i0 -0.25 -0.85 -0.95 -1.15 -1.70 -2.05 

3.7 0 L0.O5 7L0.iO -0.45 -1.05 -1.25 -1.35 -1.70 -2.35 

4,5 0 O.O5 0 -0.45 -0.95 -1.15 -1.25 -1.70 -2.15 

5.8 0 0.10 0 -0.25 -0.55 -0.65 -0.85 -1.30 -1.65 
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.APPEIDIX Iv (ccnt'a) 

STATION A ATIO PREQ.UE1TCY DISTOR2ION POR VARIOUS AZILttJTH A1'TLES AT 
RTDOM DISTANCES FROM TI ANTENNA SYSTEM. 5O lIODULAT ION AT TRANS- 
::ITTER, DISTORION :ASUD 7ITH 17LETT PACKAI I:0DEL 330-B NOISE 

AND DISTOION 1ETER. 

l'rea. 200 1 kc 2 kc 4 kc 6 kc 8 kc lo kc 12 kc 

Azimuth 
(Dcrees) Distortion in percent at above frequencies: 

30 1.3 1.5 2.3 3.8 6.0 5.9 5.0 4.3 

75 1.4 1.6 2.4 4.]. 6.6 6.3 5.2 4.6 

120 1.4 1.8 2.6 3.2 4.4 4.4 3.9 3.7 

135 1.2 1.5 3.2 7.2 0.1 9.5 8.1 6.1 

165 1.6 2.8 5.4 14.0 16.5 16.5 14.0 11.2 

210 2.5 2.8 3.7 6.0 8.5 8.8 7.5 6.4 

255 1.6 1.8 2.7 4.7 6.8 6.8 5.6 5.2 

300 1.8 2.2 2.7 4.2 5.8 5.5 5.5 5.8 

345 1.4 1.7 2.5 3.9 5.3 5.2 4.9 4.3 
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APPEITIX V 

STATION B AIO FPLEQUENCY RESPONSE DATA POR VARIOUS AZIIIUflI ANG.LES 
AT RA1DOM DISTATOES PROM TIDE ANTEUIA SYSTEM. TIWS11ITTER 50 1IODU- 

LATED, PREQpEI:CY RESPONSE MEASURED WITH }ITT PACKA MODEL 330-B 
NOISE AND DISTOI'ION LITER (No corrections necessary). 

Freq. 200 1 kc 2 kc 3 kc 4 ko 5 kc 6 1cc 8 kc 

Azimtith 

(Degrees) ResDonse in ecibe1s at above freouencies: 

25 0 0 0 -0.10 -0.50 -0.90 

35 0 0 7L0.iO 10.7O 1.3O 7L1.9O 

48 0 0 7L0.30 7L0.05 7L0.iO L0.40 710.20 -0.05 

90 0 0 710.10 710.40 710.60 710.60 

125 0 710.05 710.10 710.40 710.50 710.30 

167 0 -0.05 710.05 -0.05 -0.40 -0.80 

270 0 0 0 710.20 710.20 -0.10 

327 0 710.05 0 710.10 -0.05 -0.40 
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APPEDIX V (Cont) 

STAT IOU B AUDIO PPtJE1TCY DISTOI'IOU POR VARIOUS AZIMDTII 
ANGLES .AT RAND DISTANCES 01.t TI ANTEiflTA SYST 

Preq. 200 1 1cc 2 1cc 4 kc 6 kc O kc 

Azimuth 
(Decrees) Dictortion in percent at th above frequencies: 

90 2.0 1.9 1.9 2.7 2.9 2.1 

125 2.1 1.8 2.1 2.3 1.8 1.7 

167 2,0 1.7 1.8 2.2 1.7 1.3 

270 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.3 1.5 1.0 

327 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.7 0.8 




